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We present in this paper an alternative method for understanding user-chosen passwords. In password research, much attention
has been given to increasing the security and usability of individual passwords for common users. Few of them focus on the
relationships between passwords; therefore we explore the relationships between passwords: modification-based, similarity-based,
and probability-based. By regarding passwords as vertices, we shed light on how to transform a dataset of passwords into a password
graph. Subsequently, we introduce some novel notions from graph theory and report on a number of inner properties of passwords
from the perspective of graph. With the assistance of Python Graph-tool, we are able to visualize our password graph to deliver
an intuitive grasp of user-chosen passwords. Five real-world password datasets are used in our experiments to fulfill our thorough
experiments. We discover that (1) some passwords in a dataset are tightly connected with each other; (2) they have the tendency
to gather together as a cluster like they are in a social network; (3) password graph has logarithmic distribution for its degrees. Top
clusters in password graph could be exploited to obtain the effective mangling rules for cracking passwords. Also, password graph
can be utilized for a new kind of password strength meter.

1. Introduction

The invention of computers ushered in a new era of digi-
tal lives, and text-based passwords have almost dominated
human-computer authentication since then. Passwords con-
tinue to prevail on the web as the primary method for
user authentication despite consensus among researchers that
people deserve something more secure and user-friendly.
Many researches have focused more on the specific point of
the problem of user authentication involving no user inter-
actions, which is literally the weakest point of the password
authentication. There is all the time alternative authentica-
tion mechanisms aiming to outright replace password-based
authentication method proposed by a bunch of researchers:
graphical passwords [1], authentication based on biometric
[2], authentication based on user behaviors [3], single sign-on

system, and so forth. However, the growing password-based
authentication adoptions [4] irrespective of their well-known
security and usability drawbacks [5–7] reveal the fact that
each of the alternatives to password-based authentication has
its own shortcomings as compared to passwords [8]. The
inertia of user habits, uncertain transition costs, and constant
improvements in passwords lead to the result that incumbent
passwords will continue as a stubborn signal for identity
authentication in the foreseeable future, where the goal is not
impregnable defense but the balance between usability and
security [8].

Surveys are conducted by many researches [9–11] to
reveal user real-world behaviors in managing passwords.The
conflict between users’ limitedmemory and growing number
of passwords they need to organize is the main challenge
users are confronted with presently. Users reuse passwords
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or embed mnemonic information into password [12] to
alleviate their burden of memorizing passwords.This implies
the unpleasant fact that users select usability over security
unconsciously. Security experts have suggested the use of
password vaults (managers/wallets) to assist password-based
authentication with which users need merely to remember
one master password to encrypt all their online account
passwords in the vault [13, 14].

Before 2009, password researchers proposed someheuris-
tic methods to study the password-based authentication
whosemain purpose is to reveal the weaknesses of passwords
and outright replace passwords in the end [5, 15]. After
2009, large-scale password datasets have been breached
widely from hackers’ attacking or intruders’ intrusion, which
are afterwards publicly available, for example, the leak of
32M passwords from the gaming website RockYou in 2009
is currently the biggest corpus available to the public. In
the literature of password, breaching of large-scale datasets
of passwords have guided the studies of passwords to a
more scientific and rigorous method. Password corpora have
typically been used to analyze the distribution of passwords
[16], names used in passwords and character distribution [9],
or the priority among priorities: used as learning set to train
probabilisticmodels such as PCFG-based [17],Markov-based
[18], and NLP-based (Natural Language Processing) [19]
password cracking algorithms in order to simulate adversarial
password cracking process, leading to sophisticated password
dataset strength evaluation methods [20]. The probabilistic
password cracking models are afterwards modified elabo-
rately by researchers to evaluate single password strength.

1.1. Motivations. The analysis of the password security can
date back at least to Morris and Thompsons 1979 seminal
analysis of 3,000 passwords [21]. The analyzing methods
they employed can be classified into two categories: pass-
word cracking and semantic evaluation. However, these two
methodologies focus solely on the individual passwords
and neglect implicitly the relationships between passwords.
The neglected relationships on the contrary is remarkably
important properties of password dataset that could facilitate
the password cracking and semantic evaluation. Due to the
intrinsically incomplete evaluation of traditional semantic
and cracking methodologies, we advocate a new alternative
method understanding user-chosen passwords.

In mathematics, graph is mathematical structures used
to model pairwise relations between objects. A graph in this
context is made up of vertices, nodes, or points which are
connected by edges that can either be directed or undirected.
Graph-theoreticmethods, in various forms, have beenproven
particularly useful in many fields such as linguistics, chem-
istry, physics, and sociology.While there is still no application
of graph theory in the literature of passwords research,
therefore, we are going to apply graph theory to password
dataset to dig deeper into the inner properties of passwords
to assess and compare the inherent security behaviors of
users. We call this analysis method relationship evaluation as
an extension to semantic evaluation. Our paper provides an
alternative view of password relationships through password

graph, we also provide a visualizingmethod for the generated
password to observe and study it intuitively.

1.2. Contributions. In this work, we make the following key
contributions:

(i) An alternative view of password relationships: we
explore the relationships between passwords: modifi-
cation-based, similarity-based, and probability-
based. The modification-based relationship builds
on the observation that a user usually modifies an
existing password to retrieve a newone. Passwords are
basically strings; thus we borrow the idea from string
similarity to develop the password similarity-based
relationship.The probability-based relationship is the
idea derived from password distribution where each
password has probability associated with it.

(ii) Visualizing of password graph: by regarding passwords
as vertices and leveraging one of the relationships
we explored, we are able to transform a password
dataset to a graph and we call it password graph. With
the assistance of Python Graph-tool, we visualize our
generated password graph; our visualization method
can intuitively convey deeper characteristics of pass-
word dataset which lay otherwise under the hood and
remain undiscovered.

(iii) Some insights from graph theory: the resulting pass-
word graph provides us a fresh new perspective of
password dataset. We will revisit some key termi-
nology in graph theory to find out what our new
password graph bring about.

1.3. Organizations. In Section 2, we review prior research
works on password cracking and semantic evaluations. Sec-
tion 3 provides some preliminaries. Section 4 details our
exploration of password relationships in dataset of password.
Section 5 elaborates on our construction of password graph.
Section 6 provides some key insights from graph theory to
our password graph. Finally, Section 7 concludes our paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly review prior pivotal research on
password cracking and semantic evaluations to assist our
follow-up discussions and explorations.

In 1979, Morris and Thompson analyzed a database of
3,000 passwords and reported some basic statistics: 71.12%
passwords of their sample of passwords were 6 characters or
fewer and 86% fell into one of the dictionaries, name lists,
and the like. In 1990, Klein [22] collected/etc/passwd files
in which passwords were in hash format from his friends
and acquaintances in United States and Great Britain. 21%
passwords were cracked in the first week, total approximately
25% of the passwords had been guessed, and 51.70% of
the cracked passwords are not longer than 6 characters.
Dedicated cracking software tools like John the Ripper
[23] and hashcat [24] have appeared since and are armed
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with numerous cracking modes (e.g., brute-force attack, and
dictionary attack)

Mangling rules in dictionary attack mode continue to
evolve beyond heuristic rules: Weir et al. [17] built a machine
learning technique based on context-free grammar to auto-
matically derive mangling rules from a large training set of
cleartext passwords. Houshmand and Aggrawal [18] derived
Markov-based password cracking algorithm from Markov-
Chain that representatively originated PageRank algorithm.
Originally, Markov-based algorithm is not a probabilistic
model; Ma et al. [25] investigated password characteristics
about length and the structure of 6 datasets, 3 of which were
fromChinesewebsites and improved it by using different nor-
malization and smoothing methods. They found that when
done correctly, Markov-based cracking model performed
better than PCFG-based password cracking model. In 2012,
Veras et al. [26] had done the work quite similar to us; they
examined 32M RockYou dataset by employing visualization
techniques. They observed that 15.26% of passwords con-
tained sequences of 5–8 consecutive digits, 38% of which
could be further classified as dates, but their research mainly
focused on password patterns which are different from ours.

The guessing resistance of a single user-chosen password
was previously estimated by entropy, with reference to Claude
Shannon’s famous measure 𝐻1. Borrowing the idea of Shan-
non entropy, a variation of Shannon entropy was proposed in
NIST Electronic Authentication Guideline. It calculated the
password entropy mainly based on the length of passwords
and added partial points if some special heuristic checks
were passed to make it more secure. Unfortunately, Shannon
entropy and its variations characterize the strength of a
distribution; for an attacker who wants just to crack a
certain proportion of all passwords, Shannon entropy has no
direct correlation to the guessing difficulty. Ad hoc metrics
(password strength meter) had already been demonstrated
far from accurate by Weir et al. [27]; they advocated that
the cracking-based password strength meter was more com-
pelling. Markov-based PSM [28] and PCFG-based PSM [18]
were proposed subsequently based on Markov model and
PCFG model. Wang et al. [12] created a novel PSM on a
solid foundation where user usually reuses one of his/her
passwords rather than creating a new one. By using two
training sets (one as base dictionary and the other as rule
learning dictionary), their PSMwas able to derive empirically
users’ mangling rules on passwords and thus more accurate.

In 2012, Bonneau conducted a large-scale analysis of 70
million Yahoo private passwords and proposed that a more
direct password strength metric was guesswork (G) [29]. Yet
in 2014, Li et al. [30] came to a conclusion that Bonneau’s
70M passwords were not representative enough for all users,
especially Chinese users who are not familiar with English.
Chinese users prefer digits than letters.They also showed that
Chinese users inclined to insert Pinyins and dates into their
passwords.

Semantic patterns including personal information (e.g.,
birth dates, personal names, and nicknames) are prevalently
embedded in user-chosen passwords [31]. Additionally, a few
basic data characteristics like average length, length distri-
bution, and types of characters used were typically reported.

Further, the structure patterns were also studied by some
researchers [9], passwords containing digits constitutedmore
than 50% Chinese web passwords while this value of English
counterpart was only 11.30%, reinforcing the hypothesis that
user-generated passwords were greatly influenced by their
native languages. More systematic methodologies had been
proposed by Shay et al. [32] for creating a new password
policy. One inconspicuous thing that semantic evaluations
fail to attain is the relationships between passwords in
the same dataset. Therefore, we for the first time augment
this kind of evaluation method by introducing password
relationship and graph theory into password evaluations. We
hope this evaluation method helps to study the password
evaluations thoroughly.

In 2010, Zhang et al. [33] found that modifications to
one’s old passwords tend to be predictable, and they utilized
this observation to facilitate password cracking. Their work
is actually password reuse by a certain user; it is independent
from other users. Our work focuses on password relation-
ships between different users and classifies them into three
classifications.

As far as we know, the work by Guo et al. [34] may be
the closest one to what we have done in this work.They visu-
alized several password datasets including Yahoo!, PhpBB,
MySpace, Honeynet, hotmail, and 12306. Their discovery
provides an explanation of the attacking curve that has long
been observed in decades. We find one of their conclusions
is wrong: degrees of passwords follow logarithmic law not
power law as they claimed; we will detail this in Section 6.
Overall, though our works are a bit similar, there are still very
critical differences between our work and their work: (a) we
explore the relationships between passwords while they do
not the relationships between passwords; (b) we explore the
effects of different thresholds 𝑡 while they only experimented
with threshold 3; (c) our insights obtained from visualized
graph is essentially distinct from their work.

3. Preliminaries

In this section, we explicate formal definitions of graph and
linear regression and then introduce themetric for evaluating
how well the regression line approximates the real data
points. Finally, we provide some basic information on our
experimental datasets.

Mathematical Notation. We denote a password dataset with
a calligraphic letter S, a password after duplicates removing
with another calligraphic letter P. Let 𝑁 denote the total
number of passwords inP.

3.1. Graph

Formal Definition of Graph. A graph 𝐺 can be defined as a
pair {𝑉, 𝐸}, where 𝑉 is a set of vertices and 𝐸 is a set of edges
between the vertices, 𝐸 ⊆ {(𝑢, V) | 𝑢, V ∈ 𝑉}:

𝐺 = {𝑉, 𝐸} . (1)
Generally, graphs can be classified into two types: (a)

undirected graph, the adjacency relation defined by the edges
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is symmetric. (b) Directed graph is a graph in which edges
have orientations. A simple graph is an undirected graph
in which both parallel edges and loops are disallowed while
multigraph otherwise allows them.

3.2. Linear Regression. In statistics, linear regression is an
approach for modeling the correlation between two variables
(one as a scalar dependent variable denoted by 𝑦 and the
other as explanatory variable denoted by 𝑥) by fitting a
linear equation to the experimental data. The most common
method for linear regression is least-squares. Usually, in
linear regression, given the value of explanatory variable 𝑥,
the value of dependent variable 𝑦 is an affine function of 𝑥:
𝑦 = 𝑘 ⋅ 𝑥 + 𝑏, the slope of the line is 𝑘, and 𝑏 is the intercept.

In linear regression, the statistical measure of how well
the regression line approximates the real experimental data
points is often calculated and compared through the coeffi-
cient of determination. People usually denote the coefficient
of determination by 𝑅2, which has the range from 0 to 1, the
closer to 1 the better. Therefore, a 𝑅2 value of 1 indicates that
all experimental data points are perfectly positioned on the
regression line; 𝑅2 of 0 indicates the contrary result.

3.3. Spearman’s Coefficient. In statistic, Spearman’s coeffi-
cient is a nonparametric measure of rank correlation. It
assesses how well the relationship between two variables can
be described using a monotonic function. The Spearman
coefficient 𝜌 is defined as the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the two ranked vectors𝑋, 𝑌:

𝜌 = cov (𝑟𝑔𝑋, 𝑟𝑔𝑌)
𝜌𝑟𝑔𝑋𝜌𝑟𝑔𝑌

, (2)

where cov(𝑟𝑔𝑋, 𝑟𝑔𝑌) is the covariance of the rank variables;
𝜌𝑟𝑔𝑋 and 𝜌𝑟𝑔𝑌 are the standard deviations of the rank variables.
By definition, 𝜌 ∈ [−1, 1], where 0 indicates independence
between the vectors. A perfect Spearman correlation of 1 or
−1 happens when the agreement between the vectors is a
monotone function.

3.4. Password Guess Number. The password guess num-
ber characterizes the time complexity required for a pass-
word cracking algorithm (PCFG-based or Markov-based) to
recover a password. This is generally achieved by measuring
the guess number required to crack the password. Dell’Amico
and Filippone [20] detail a Monte Carlo sampling method
that converts a password pw probability as computed by
PCFG or Markov model into an estimate of cracker’s guess
number:

𝐺 (pw) = 1𝑘
𝑘

∑
𝑖=1

𝛿 (𝑝𝑖)
Pr (𝑝𝑖)

+ 1

𝛿 (𝑝𝑖) = 1, if Pr (𝑝𝑖) > Pr (pw) , else 0,
(3)

where 𝑘 is the sample size and 𝑝𝑖 is the password draw
randomly from the corresponding distribution.

Table 1: Basic information about our 5 password datasets.

Dataset Web service When leaked Total PWs
MySpace Social networking Oct. 2006 49,623
PhpBB Programmer forum Jan. 2009 255,373
Rootkit Hacker forum Feb. 2011 69,324
Yahoo Web portal July. 2012 442,834
12306 Train ticketing Dec. 2014 129,303

3.5. Datasets. For completeness, we give a brief description
of the five datasets used in our experiments (see Table 1).
Theywere breached either by hackers or by intruders and later
disclosed publicly on the Internet; some of them have already
been used in password cracking models [17, 18].

MySpace was originally published in October 2006,
which was obtained by a phishing attack and thus might
contain weak as well as fake passwords. Our collection of
MySpace list has total 49,623 passwords, but a recent report
said that there were actually over 360 million accounts
involved. Each record of MySpace list contained an email
address, a password, and, in some cases, a second password.
Some accounts had multiple passwords; there were in fact
over 427 million total passwords available for sale [35].
Rootkit’s entire MySQL database backup was released by
anonymous group using HBGary’s CEO Twitter account;
it initially contained 71,228 passwords cryptographically
scrambled using the MD5 hashing algorithm; we managed
eventually to recover 97.33% of them through trawling
attacks. In 2012, nearly 443K email addresses and passwords
for a Yahoo site were exposed after a server breach; hackers
gotten into Yahoo’s Contributor Network database by using a
rudimentary attack called SQL injection. The PhpBB dataset
includes about 250K passwords leaked from Phpbb.com in
January 2009; the hacker even described the whole attack in
detail on his blog. At the end of year 2014, a password dataset
from a Chinese train ticketing website 12306 was leaked to
the public by anonymous attackers; it includes nearly 130K
passwords. User information registered on the ticket booking
website included real names, ID card numbers and phone,
and email contacts and may also include information about
family members and friends, posing a serious threat to their
information privacy.

4. Password Relationships

We divide our findings of password relationships into
three categories: modification-based, similarity-based, and
probability-based. Elaborations on these three categories are
detailed in the following three subsections.

4.1. Modification-Based. Naturally, the relationship between
passwords is actually in some extent tied to users’ modifi-
cations to passwords. So it could be well imitated by edit
distance featuring a set of operations on passwords. Edit
distance is a way of quantifying howdissimilar two passwords
are to one another by counting the minimum number of
operations required to transform one password into the
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other. However, there are various definitions of edit distance
featuring different sets of editing operations: Levenshtein dis-
tance [36] (hereafter: LD) allows three operations: removal,
insertion, and substitution of a character in the password;
longest common subsequence distance’s permitted operations
is a subset of LDs: insertion and deletion; hamming distance
takes effect only on passwords of same length; that is,
hamming distance does not allow insertion or removal.
Additional primitive operations like transposition are used
by Jaro-Winkler distance based on the observation that a
common mistake when people typing is the transposition of
two adjacent characters in a string.

The LD between two passwords is formally defined as the
minimum number of single-character edits one must per-
form to change one password into the other. Mathematically,
the LD between two passwords 𝑎 and 𝑏 can be given by
lev𝑎,𝑏(|𝑎|, |𝑏|):

lev𝑎,𝑏 (𝑖, 𝑗) = min
{{{{
{{{{
{

lev𝑎,𝑏 (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) + 1
lev𝑎,𝑏 (𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) + 1
lev𝑎,𝑏 (𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 − 1) + 𝑓 (𝑎𝑖, 𝑏𝑗) ,

(4)

where |𝑎| and |𝑏| denote the length of passwords 𝑎 and 𝑏,
respectively. 𝑓(𝑎𝑖, 𝑏𝑗) is an indicator function that is equal to
0 when 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑏𝑗 and equal to 1 otherwise. The calculation of
LD is actually a dynamic optimization; the time complexity
of this algorithm is 𝑂(|𝑎| ⋅ |𝑏|).

4.2. Similarity-Based. Passwords are essentially strings, so
the measures of depiction of string similarity provide us
substantial methods to evaluate the similarity (relationship)
between passwords. Dice’s coefficient is a statistic used for
comparing the similarity between two sets and can be used
to evaluate the similarity between two passwords: assume 𝑋
and 𝑌 are the set (set element is unique) of characters that
passwords 𝑎 and 𝑏 include, respectively. Dice’s coefficient of
𝑎, 𝑏 is defined as follows:

QS = 2 |𝑋 ∩ 𝑌||𝑋| + |𝑌| , (5)

where |𝑋| and |𝑌| are the numbers of elements of the two sets.
QS is the quotient of similarity and ranges between 0 and 1.

Jaccard indexmeasures similarity between two finite sets;
it is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the size
of the union of the sets 𝑋 and 𝑌 (𝑋 and 𝑌 have the same
meaning as described above):

𝐽 (𝑋, 𝑌) = |𝑋 ∩ 𝑌||𝑋 ∪ 𝑌| =
|𝑋 ∩ 𝑌|

|𝑋| + |𝑌| − |𝑋 ∩ 𝑌| . (6)

If 𝑋 and 𝑌 are both empty, define 𝐽(𝑋, 𝑌) = 1, so 𝐽(𝑋, 𝑌) is
also the quotient of similarity and ranges between 0 and 1.

4.3. Probability-Based. From PCFG-based or Markov-based
password cracking model, we can assign probability to every
password in a dataset. In principle, two passwords are similar
in a sense (same probability that will be picked by a human

user) if their corresponding probabilities are close enough,
the closer the more similar. One of the workable measures of
similarity between passwords 𝑎 and 𝑏may be

𝑆 (𝑎, 𝑏) = (Pr (𝑎) − Pr (𝑏))
2

(Pr (𝑎) + Pr (𝑏))2
, (7)

when 𝑎 and 𝑏 have the same probability, their value of 𝑆(𝑎, 𝑏)
equals 0; an extreme situation happens when there is only one
password in the distribution; the probability of that password
is 1; all other passwords’ probability is 0. The value of 𝑆(𝑎, 𝑏)
(where Pr(𝑎) = 1,Pr(𝑏) = 0) equals 1.

In summary, the relationships between passwords we
describe above are only a proportion of the countless rela-
tionships of objective existence. For example, the edit distance
between passwords is not a measure of similarity but the
number of editings. One can of course divide it by the longer
length of two passwords, whichmakes LD remarkably relative
LD:

levrel𝑎,𝑏(|𝑎|,|𝑏|) =
lev𝑎,𝑏 (|𝑎| , |𝑏|)
max {|𝑎| , |𝑏|} . (8)

Ultimately, the value of relative LD for two chosen passwords
falls into interval [0, 1] in which left boundary 0 means
exactly the same and right boundary 1 means altogether
different.

4.4. Rationale. The practical and accurate measure of depic-
tion of password relationships depends on the particular
application scenario. There is no the best depiction method
for generating password graph but the most appropriate
according to the concrete scenario. For example, if we want
to study the modification habits of users, we may choose
modification-based classification; but if we only want to learn
the password cracking property, we may choose probability-
based classification. We attempt to expand our work by
utilizing modification-based relationship between passwords
(other relationships we have explored above are still worth
deeper research andwe leave it for futurework). Prior surveys
have already provided us with plenty of information on how
users modify their passwords: adding digits or symbols at the
beginning/end of password, capitalizing a letter, Leet trans-
formation, and so forth [9, 12, 32, 37]. Taking the permitted
operations for each type of edit distance into consideration
synthetically, we could infer that LD is currently the most
appropriate measure of password relationship among all
types of edit distance, which actuallymodels real-world users’
mangling behaviors (insertion, deletion, and substitution are
popular while transposition is not). In Section 5, we are going
to utilize LD to formally define the edges in a graph.

5. Construction of Password Graph

Generally speaking, any entity that can be described by
objects with relationships between them can be regarded
as a graph. Since our principal purpose is to characterize
the relationship between passwords, We shed light on this
notion by (1) regarding each unique password in dataset as
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Figure 1: Construction phases.

a vertex: 𝑉 = {𝑝 | 𝑝 ∈ P} and (2) editing distance
between passwords not more than a threshold 𝑡 forms an
edge: 𝐸 = {(𝑢, V) | lev𝑢,V(|𝑢|, |V|) ≤ 𝑡 and 𝑢, V ∈ 𝑉}.
We call the resulting graph transformed from the password
dataset password graph 𝐺. This is a very intuitive method to
turn a password dataset into graph, though there might exist
some other approaches to fulfill the same goal (e.g., one can
consider unique printable ASCII characters as vertices and
characters forming a password are connected together, which
seems reasonable but the practicability and efficiency of it
remain unknown).

5.1. Construction Procedures. We describe our construction
procedures of password graph with more details in this sub-
section. The construction procedures are organized orderly
into two main phases and are illustrated in Figure 1.

Phase1. Starting with raw password dataset, we measure the
frequencies of every unique password in the password dataset
S and associate the frequency values with corresponding
passwords; subsequentlywe remove the duplicated passwords
to obtain the password dataset P so that two passwords
picked randomly from P are invariably different. Every
password inP stands for a vertex in graph𝐺; in other words,
the vertex set 𝑉 for 𝐺 is generated finally after this phase.

Phase2. The LD distance for every two passwords in the
dataset P is calculated. An edge is formed if the LD value
of its end vertices is not more than threshold 𝑡. We provide
3 thresholds experiment results in this paper (the selection
of threshold 𝑡 is an interestingly open question that needs
further research).The edge set 𝐸 for our graph𝐺 is generated
after this phase. It is worth noting that themaximum possible
number of edges is𝑁(𝑁−1)÷2where𝑁 is the size of setP; it
means that the resulting password graph is a complete graph.
Another extreme case happens if there are no edges at all in𝐺
which means the resulting password graph is an empty graph.

In order to observe intuitively the password graph of
our construction results, we have visualized the password
graph with PythonGraph-tool [38]. Graph-tool is an efficient
Python module for manipulation and statistical analysis
of graphs (aka networks). Exporting the resulting graph
to Graph-tool supported file format (GraphML file format
without isolated vertices). Visualizing it with some deliberate
tuning of the parameters makes intricate image graph result.

Figure 2: Visualization result of 12306.

The visualization result of 12306 is shown in Figure 2 and
that of MySpace in Figure 3; the visualization results of
remaining datasets are collected together in Figure 7. The
internal structure and characteristic of password dataset P
is represented modestly by its visualization image graph to
some extent; some qualitative properties can be gotten from
these images: a vertex in the graph 𝐺 may have intensive
connection with other vertices; password vertices evidently
have the tendency to gather together as a cluster: 12306 has
two apparently big clusters while MySpace has incalculable
small clusters; vertices spreading all over the entire canvas
space reflect somewhat that passwords are spreading all over
the possible password space. A more in-depth quantitative
analysis is performed consistently to show more inner prop-
erties of the password dataset in Section 6.

It is undeniable that the frequencies of passwords in
the password dataset P remain untouched by us. Our final
password graph is actually a simple undirected graph without
any loop or parallel edge, so one feasible exploitation of
password frequency may be that one repeated password
attaches one loop edge to the vertex of the password. Besides,
taking password frequency into consideration establishes
more than one edge between two vertices, which is denoted as
parallel edge in graph theory. In a word, the aforementioned
operations will eventually turn our simple password graph
into a multigraph; further augmented implementation of
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Figure 3: Visualization result of MySpace.

construction of password graph would probably embedmore
original and subtle properties into our final password graph
but would also introduce longer time and bigger space com-
plexities; we leave these feasible extension of implementation
for further study.

6. Graph Concepts in Password Graph

Interestingly, the transformation from password dataset to
password graph leads to the magical expansion of concept
fromgraph theory into password graph. In this section,we are
going to rigorously revisit the terminology in graph theory.
Expanding those concepts of terminology into our refined
password graph helps to analyze the password graph more
concretely and quantitatively.

Degree. The degree of the vertex V, written as 𝑑(V), is the
number of edges with V as an end vertex. Note that there
are concepts of in-degree and out-degree in directed graph,
but due to the fact that our refined password graph is a
simple undirected graph so there is no need to differentiate
them. The concept of degree in password graph implies how
many unique vertices of passwords in password datasetP are
similar to this password; we denote degree of password 𝑝 as
𝑑(𝑝).

Statistics of degree for our experimented password
datasets are summarized in Table 2. The definitions of the
notations used in the table are described inNotations; we also
explain them in the main body of our paper. Each dataset
has 3 thresholds 𝑡 (from 1 to 3) experiment results exhibited
in the table. One could easily notice that the column with
title 𝛿(𝐺) is filled with zeroes; that is, the minimum degree
of all password datasets is 0, meaning that there always exists
isolated vertex in every password dataset; the number of
passwords whose degree is zero decreases when threshold
increases. Some studies have attempted to determine the
number of users who appear to be choosing passwords that
are randomormeaningless to human beings.We think on the
other side that the number of isolated vertices of passwords

(no other passwords similar to it) is a moremeaningful figure
to achieve the same goal and is easier to evaluate. Table 3 is a
segment list of passwordswhose degree is zero in 12306 under
threshold 3, though some of them have a common substring
but they are not similar to each other actually because their
number of editing is beyond the threshold and should be
considered individually; frequencies of these passwords are
typically 1.

Empirically, a threshold value of 3 is reasonable to analyze
the experiment results, so analyses following are all based
on threshold 3; one can actually get same conclusion when
threshold is 1 or 2 or other viable values. Many people might
hold the idea that there would definitely be more edges with
bigger size of setP. In our experiment result however, PhpBB
has the most number of edges of all password graphs while
Yahoo has the most number of vertices. Therefore, more
vertices of password do not necessarily mean more edges.
To our surprise, a password could be similar up to 3,380
passwords (in PhpBB dataset). The max degree of password
increases rapidly when threshold increases; for example, with
threshold 1 PhpBB’s max degree is only 65, but it explodes
to 3,380 when threshold is 3. More strikingly, a password
is similar on average to around 150 passwords in PhpBB,
even the minimum average number of similar passwords of 5
datasets is nearly 30.

One has to know that, in principle, for a specific vertex V,
the possiblemaximumdegree𝜙(𝑡) of it is fixed once threshold
𝑡 is determined:

𝜙 (𝑡) = 𝑆dis1 (𝑡)
 +
𝑆dis2 (𝑡)

 +
𝑆dis3 (𝑡)

 , (9)

where 𝑆dis1(𝑡), 𝑆dis2(𝑡), and 𝑆dis3(𝑡) are the sets contain-
ing passwords whose LD distance from V is 1, 2, and 3,
respectively, under threshold 𝑡. Rationally, the results of our
experiment show only a lower-bound of number of similar
password (the threshold we apply is smaller than the actual
or typical one), the real situation may be worse than our
imagination.

The distribution of password graph degree is another
thought-provoking characteristic like length distribution in
password datasets. Our study has shown that distribution
of password graph degree correlated with its ranks sorted
in descending order by its corresponding frequency is more
complicated than a simple distribution. Some passwords
occurring more frequently might have less number of pass-
words similar to them and vice versa; this is a specifically
outstanding fact in 12306 that password “1qaz2wsx” has
occurred 80 times but its degree is only 6; password “h123456”
has 962 passwords similar to it but its frequency is only
4. Hence, the correlation between frequency of password
and degree in password graph has many big fluctuations
(there would be many breaks in the distribution plot). After
analyzing our five password datasets of it has turned out
that the degree distribution of a password graph can be
approximated by the following equation:

PGDD (𝑟) = 𝑘 ⋅ log (𝑟) + 𝑏, (10)

where PGDD(𝑟) is the 𝑟th largest degree and the base of the
log is 10.
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Table 2: Statistic of experiments results.

Password dataset |𝑉| 𝑡 |𝐸| Δ(𝐺) 𝛿(𝐺) 𝑍(𝐺) Avg. degree 𝐷(𝐺)(×10−5) 𝐾(𝐺) 𝑑(𝐺)

MySpace 41,514
1 20,119 58 0 28,119 0.97 2.33 0 +∞
2 111,884 141 0 16,748 5.39 12.98 0 +∞
3 622,087 477 0 7,290 29.97 72.19 0 +∞

PhpBB 184,341
1 81,135 65 0 130,767 0.88 0.48 0 +∞
2 1,204,816 460 0 70,187 13.07 7.09 0 +∞
3 13,836,682 3,380 0 29,453 150.12 81.44 0 +∞

Rootkit 56,859
1 9,281 41 0 47,093 0.33 0.57 0 +∞
2 105,275 133 0 30,564 3.70 6.51 0 +∞
3 1,062,502 953 0 15,792 37.37 65.73 0 +∞

Yahoo 342,510
1 140,092 66 0 247,445 0.84 0.24 0 +∞
2 1,394,200 327 0 147,126 8.62 2.38 0 +∞
3 13,686,843 2,127 0 77,122 79.92 23.33 0 +∞

12306 117,808
1 51,299 63 0 95,057 0.87 0.74 0 +∞
2 676,011 506 0 56,162 11.48 9.74 0 +∞
3 5,311,460 2,301 0 20,640 90.17 76.54 0 +∞

Note. (1) Bold figures are the maximum value of each category for threshold 3. (2) The definitions of the notations are summarized in Notations.

Table 3: A segment of passwords with 0 degrees in 12306.

Number Password Frequency
1125 04768130093 1
1128 048398531 1
1138 0501154315 1
1139 0501170228 1
36909 0155402zj 1
69622 013307aini 1
120788 015210755s 1

As explained in Section 3, we employ least-squares fitting
method in linear regression to approximate the distribution
of password graph’s degree. The fitting results of 12306 and
MySpace password datasets are shown in Figures 5 and 6.
The horizontal axis is the rank value and vertical axis is
degree of password. The other three fitting results are shown
collectedly in Figure 7. The statistics of 𝑘, 𝑏 and coefficient
of determination of regression results are displayed in their
respective plotting figures, every linear regression (except for
12306) is with its 𝑅2 not smaller than 0.90, which closely
approaches to 1 and thus indicates a remarkably sound fitting.
As for 12306 dataset, its 𝑅2 is about 0.84, which is not an ideal
one but acceptable, not as good as that of other datasets. A
plausible reason may be that the 12306 dataset is collected by
trying usernames and passwords from other leaked datasets
online and probably cannot represent the real distribution
of the entire passwords dataset of 12306. Guo et al. [34] plot
the same picture as us, where the relation between log(rank)
and degree is linear, which indicates the degree distribution
of them follows logarithmic law but not power law. In power
law, the relation between log(rank) and log(degree) should be
linear.

To get the relation between password degree and cracka-
bility, we calculate each password’s degree and its correspond-
ing guess number based on [20] with sampling size 100,000.
Subsequently, we plot the password’s average guess number
against its degree and it is shown in Figure 4: we can observe
that the overall average guess number is increasing when
the degree decreases or the overall average guess number is
decreasing when the degree increases. Spearman coefficient
for each dataset is evaluated too: the Spearman coefficient
for Rootkit is −0.94, MySpace −0.88, Yahoo −0.95, 12306
−0.78, and PhpBB −0.93. The Spearman coefficient further
confirms our deduction: the coefficients for all datasets are
all below −0.88 except for 12306 (which might probably be
caused by password data not complete); thus there is a strong
relation between a password degree and its corresponding
guess number: overall speaking, the bigger the password
degree is, the easier it will be cracked.

Connectivity. The connectivity for a graph is the minimum
number of elements that need to be removed to disconnect
the remaining nodes from each other. The elements refer
to vertices or edges, so there are vertex connectivity 𝐾(𝐺)
and edge connectivity 𝜆(𝐺). Nevertheless, neither vertex
connectivity nor edge connectivity of any of our selected
password datasets has the value more than 0 because of the
isolated vertex in the password graph. In other words, the
password graph is never connected. We only list the value
of vertex connectivity in Table 2. We can further remove
the isolated vertices and then evaluated the connectivity for
the filtered graph; but there are still isolated clusters in the
graph, so either edge or vertex connectivity is zero for filtered
password graph.

Density. In simple graphs, a dense graph is a graph where the
number of edges is close to themaximal number of edges.The
opposite, a graph with only a few edges, is a sparse graph. For
undirected simple graphs, the graph density 𝐷(𝐺) is defined
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Figure 4: Average guess number against degree for all datasets.
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Figure 5: Fitting result of 12306 (𝑅2 = 0.84).

as follows:

𝐷 (𝐺) = 2 |𝐸|
|𝑉| (|𝑉| − 1) , (11)

where |𝐸| and |𝑉| mean the number of edges and vertices,
respectively, in the graph. The value of𝐷(𝐺) resides between
range from 0 to 1, an empty password graph has the density 0
(no edge in the graph: empty graph), and a complete password
graph has the density 1 (any two vertices in the graph has an
edge between them: complete graph).The density of password
graph can be used as a rough approximation of password
dataset’s strength.

As shown in Table 2, each refined password graph is
far from dense graph. We can derive the conclusion from
the aforementioned observation that a complete password
graph has the minimum password dataset strength because
cracking a password successfully facilitates cracking the
whole remaining passwords; an empty password graph has
the maximum password dataset strength because cracking a
password successfully provides no further information about
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Figure 6: Fitting result of MySpace (𝑅2 = 0.97).

the remaining passwords. Note that the exact definition of
this information depends on the selection of threshold; for
example, a threshold of 3 implies that a password 𝑝 cracked
indicates that there are passwords whose LD distance from 𝑝
is smaller than 3.

Distance.The distance between two vertices 𝑢 and V of a graph
is the minimum length of the paths connecting them. If no
such path exists, then the distance is set equal to +∞.

Diameter.The diameter of a graph is the longest shortest path
between any two vertices. Due to the existence of the isolated
vertex, there is always at least one path of infinity length in
the password graph, even if we remove the vertices with 0
degrees and calculate again; the same reason for connectivity:
due to the existence of isolated clusters, the diameter for
filtered password graph is still +∞, and the result is also listed
in Table 2. In addition to diameter, the average path length
in the graph is unavoidably +∞ too. Further study can be
performed to evaluate the diameter and average path length
for top clusters (their results will not be infinity because they
are connected); we leave it for our future work.

One appealing outcome of visualization of our password
graph, as we can see intuitively from Figure 2, is that vertices
of password evidently have the tendency to gather together as
a cluster which is a similar phenomenon in social networks.
Although users choose/create passwords independently from
others, they have a tendency to choose similar passwords in
the mass. Apparently, there is a minority of top clusters and
vast majority of nontop clusters and the top clusters’ property
is self-evidently of significance to us. Cluster structure in
the context of networks refers to the occurrence of groups
of nodes in a network that are more densely connected
internally than with the rest of the network. Note the
distinction between cluster and clique in graph theory: a
clique is a subset of vertices of an undirected graph such that
every two distinct vertices in the clique are adjacent; that is, its
induced subgraph is complete but the cluster does not require
the completeness property.
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(a) Visualization result of Rootkit (b) Visualization result of PhpBB (c) Visualization result of Yahoo
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Figure 7: Fitting and visualization results of Rootkit, PhpBB and Yahoo.

In some cases one vertex may virtually belong to more
than one cluster; this might happen in a social network where
each vertex represents a person, and the clusters represent
the different groups of people: one cluster for family, another
cluster for coworkers, one for friends in the same sports club,
and so on. Nonetheless, in our password graph, we postulate
that one vertex can only be part of one cluster provided
that it does belong to some cluster. It is conceivable that
clusters in password graph are remarkably important due
to their metaproperties from the view of characteristics of
clusters. Rationally, we propose the idea that a cluster in the
password graph acts like ametanode in the graph; intercluster
properties have more significant difference than internode
properties.

Top password list [39, 40] is generally used to constitute
the banned list to prevent users from choosing common
passwords and circumventing the security policies. Top
password structures [9] are specifically used to facilitate
efficient password cracking process. We for the first time
propose the concept of top clusters to outright replace top
password list and top password structures for the reason
that top clusters are a more accurate and precise description
of weak passwords in the context of password dataset: not
only passwords occurring in the top password list or its
structures appear in top password structures are weak but
also all the passwords belonging to the same cluster. Table 4
lists a segment of four clusters in Rootkit: clusters 1, 2 and

Table 4: A segment of four clusters in Rootkit.

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4
password 123456 rootkit qwerty
passwordx 123456x irootkit qwerty}
password0 1234569 1rootkit qwertyu
Password 12345r rootkit2 qwertyz
Password! 123456@ rootkit3 qwerty,
password0. 12345s /rootkit qwertyr
passw0rk 1234566 #rootkit qwert
apassword 1234565 4rootkit qwerty7
p4s5w0rd 1234569 rrootkit qwerty9
p@ssword 1234561 rootKit qwerty11
1Password! 12345678 RootKit qwerty12

4 are common cluster which can be found in other password
graph too; cluster 3 is only presented in Rootkit and it is a cite-
specific cluster. Undoubtedly, they are all weak passwords and
should be added to banned list for Internet service provider.
Conclusion can be reached when combining Table 4 and
Figures 2, 3, and 7 that blocking top clusters enhances the
ability of the password dataset to resist trawling attack.

One of the multitudes of practical applications of top
clusters is the building of effective mangling rules; those rules
are a bit different from those used by hashcat [24] and JTR
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[23]. To get the effective mangling rules from a dataset of
passwords, one can compare every two passwords in the
same top cluster to obtain the mangling rules. Our derived
rules are actually the operations allowed in Levenshtein
distance: insertion, deletion, and substitution. Substitution is
the superset of Leet operation; insertion is the superset of
prepending and appending. Our visualization method could
also be used for password strengthmeter. After a user finishes
entering his/her new password, we can evaluate whether it
belongs to one of the existing top clusters; if it does, then we
reject this password asking for a new one, else we accept it.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have explored possible relationships
between passwords: modification-based, similarity-based,
and probability-based to aid the construction of password
graph. On the basis of graph theory and previous surveys,
regarding passwords as vertices, we selectmodification-based
relationship and fix a threshold value of 3 to define the edges
in the graph. Our password graph enables the introduction
of concepts from graph theory, including degree, density,
distance, diameter, and cluster.

Password graph has some novel implications built-in for
password research; we use them as an alternative analysis
method for password dataset. We find surprisingly that, for
the threshold 3, a password could be similar up to 3,380 pass-
words in the PhpBB dataset and have evidently the tendency
to gather together as a cluster just like it is in a social network.
Moreover, by applying linear regressionwediscover that pass-
word graph has logarithmic distribution for its degrees. Our
findings suggest that top passwords list in adaptive password
checking should be replaced with top clusters to reach a
higher level of security. Ultimately, password graph could
also enable the creation of effective mangling rules applied
universally in dictionary attack, which only needs a large
dataset of training sets without requiring a priori knowledge
of user habits or personal information. Also, password graph
can be used for a new kind of password strength meter.

Notations

𝑉: Vertex set
𝐸: Edge set
Δ(𝐺): max{𝑑(𝑝) | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑉}, the maximumdegree

of all vertices
𝛿(𝐺): min{𝑑(𝑝) | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑉}, the minimumdegree

of all vertices
𝑍(𝐺): |{𝑑(𝑝) | 𝑝 ∈ 𝑉, 𝑑(𝑝) = 0}|, the number of

vertices whose degree is 0
𝐷(𝐺): 2|𝐸| ÷ (|𝑉|(|𝑉| − 1)) density of the

password graph
𝐾(𝐺): Vertex connectivity
𝜆(𝐺): Edge connectivity.
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